THE BRAND: WHAT IT IS, HOW IT BUILDS VALUE AND WHY WE GROW FOND OF IT
We are certainly not the first to be talking about brands, and numerous contributions and points of view have been offered about the subject over recent years -so numerous in fact that students and managers get lost in the vast territory of definitions and interpretative models. In order to define the context and establish where our approach begins, we started with a critical analysis of more or less recent and well-known models, exploring literature in relation to two main themes:
1. The definition of brand and the approaches that explain its value-creation process (brand-equity creation). 2. Those perspectives explaining why some typologies of brands are associated to a high symbolic value for some individuals; or better why some brands are able to become 'loved' beyond reason by their followers.
THE BRAND: WHAT IT IS AND HOW IT CREATES VALUE
At first it was a sign. One of the first brand definitions was the one proposed by the American Marketing Association (1960): a brand was a name, term, design, symbol or any other feature that identifies one seller's good or service as distinct from those of other sellers. Used in this sense, 'brand' is similar to the current meaning of the word ' trademark'. Since then there have been many contributions from academia as well as from the perspective of communication professionals who, starting with the brand as a symbol and identification for a supply system, have gradually articulated brand content as tangible or intangible. David Aaker 1 introduces the concept of identity: the brand corresponds to the identity of a specific product, service or business.
According to the French scholar Jean-Noël Kapferer 2 the brand adds intangible value to the existing sum of tangible attributes of the product. The brand defines the product's direction and its identity in time and space. The American branding pioneer Walter Landor defined the brand as the sum of all tangible and intangible characteristics that make the offer unique. According to Landor, the brand is simply the promise of a unique benefit to consumers, substantiated by rational and emotional elements. Over time, and parallel to the growth in importance of intangibles in business management, definitions of brands have gradually revealed the symbolic value rather than the functional contents of the product that same brands wish to identify. In particular, European scholars, more than the Americans, have stressed the role of the brand as the engine of meaning.
Many theories explain the life cycle of a brand, they photograph its health status in a given time or isolate the mechanisms that generate consumer loyalty.
